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Abstract—The daily operations of critical infrastructures have
long relied upon computer networks. Nevertheless, these net-
works attract adversarial actions. To improve the security and
resilience of electric power systems and other cyber-physical
critical infrastructure, there is a crucial need to study their com-
munication networks alongside their physical systems. However,
there is a disconnect between network models used by research
groups and the actual network topologies used in industry. These
modeling differences lead to discrepancies between study results
and what is attainable in the field. To address this, OpenConduit
is introduced in this paper. OpenConduit is designed to achieve
automated and realistic replication of electric power system
networks in an emulation environment. OpenConduit interprets
industrial networks’ configuration data (real or synthetic) and
rebuilds the network in the Common Open Research Emulator
(CORE). OpenConduit’s architecture, design, and integration
into a large-scale cyber-physical testbed are the focus of the paper.
Experiments with a sample synthetic electric utility network show
its ability to efficiently enable detailed emulation studies for real
utility networks in a safe environment. Finally, experiments on a
range of cases demonstrate the OpenConduit tool to be effective
for scalability in the emulation of larger networks, as well as
achieving conformity with configuration files and system settings
while maintaining functionality. Additionally, the emulation time
which averages 59 seconds can be integrated with power systems
operations, while upholding information security of system data.

Index Terms—Network emulation, virtual implementation
pipeline, network model, Common Open Research Emulator.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Electric utilities incorporate legacy devices and protocols
with limited or no security functions. They are part of the het-
erogenous mix of technologies comprising large-scale cyber-
physical power systems. Communication protocols used by
physical systems in combination with its vulnerabilities can
be leveraged by adversaries to create anomalies such as in
Stuxnet [1], Ukraine’s power grid attacks [2], and the Colonial
pipeline incident that shut off roughly 45% of the East Coast of
United States supply of fuel [3]. The rise in adversarial attacks
on critical infrastructure led to heightened attention globally,
with an opportunity to advance the state-of-the-art in critical
infrastructure defense capabilities through fueling research to
harden device and network security in cyber-physical systems.

Substantial research is directed toward developing test envi-
ronments for critical infrastructure, to study systems without
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disrupting operations, ideally to promote detection of ad-
versarial actions before they morph into attacks, as in the
recent Incontroller/Pipedream adversarial toolset tracked by
Mandiant and Dragos [4]. For instance, one of the Incon-
troller/Pipedream modules can communicate using Modbus, a
common industrial protocol, to interact with, scan, and attack
control devices. The toolset’s pre-attack detection encourages
critical sectors to pull resources and efforts toward developing
such techniques, without disturbing system functionalities.

To achieve this, we present OpenConduit, a tool that bridges
the gap between control networks of electric power utilities
and research testbeds by automatically emulating the network
topology and system settings from its configuration files.
The OpenConduit tool is built based on the Common Open
Research Emulator (CORE), a practical tool for realistic net-
work emulation and experimentation developed by the Naval
Research Laboratory [5]. OpenConduit emulates operational
networks such that an application/program in the testbed can
be directly mapped with the real system devices, e.g., network
nodes can run services such as firewalls from the actual system
and can route packets, using real or simulated industry network
traffic. Scalably recreating these networks in emulation enables
researchers to study many operational use cases and evaluate
effects of network changes, anomalous cyber-physical events,
and reconfigurations.

II. RELATED WORK

Building, connecting, and evaluating simulators and em-
ulators [5]–[7] are important for network security research
and experimentation. Virtual testbeds are gaining attention
as cost-efficient means for performing scalable and realistic
research [8], [9]. The simulator/emulator testbed environment
can be built on machine virtualization tools such as VMware’s
vSphere server virtualization software [10], and Sandia’s
minimega, a set of open-source tools used to launch and
manage virtual machines [11]. Relevant examples of emulators
include Emulab [12] proven in [13] to uphold performance
in scientifically rigorous experiments, DETER which targets
the provision of a national cyber security experimentation
resource [14], [15], and the National Cyber Range devel-
oped by DARPA as a test environment to assess advanced
security threats [16]. Other emulation environments include
Containerlab with a devops-style workflow to build network
test environments, Integrated Multi-protocol Network Emula-
tor/Simulator (IMUNES) which is a network research tool that
runs on FreeBSD and Linux OS, and Common Open Research978-1-6654-3254-2/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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Emulator (CORE) which builds on IMUNES with additional
functionalities. CORE has been used to develop other testbed
tools, such as the SCORE (Smart-Grid CORE) [9] that co-
emulates a smart grid communication and power network.
In these works, network topologies are manually added into
CORE using core-gui, its graphic user interface (GUI). How-
ever, this manual method is prohibitive for large-scale systems,
as it fails to easily customize the capture of parameters that
can be of interest, such as device location.

OpenConduit overcomes these limitations by automating
the process of rebuilding the network from only the system’s
configuration files, improving experiment scalability and ac-
cessibility for larger systems. To the best of our knowledge,
OpenConduit is unique in its ability to automatically recreate
system networks, services, and datasets toward a realistic
emulation platform from easily obtainable configuration files.
In summary, the main paper contributions are as follows:

1) OpenConduit is introduced, as a tool which reads, parses
and converts real system configuration files to simulated
environments automatically. Hence, eliminating the pos-
sibility of human errors that occurs in typical manual
model designs nowadays. Additionally, it enables the
emulation of large systems which otherwise would be
a hassle for researchers with manual implementation.

2) OpenConduit enables fast and automatic emulation
which is useful in cases where the underlying real
system is reconfigured. In cases like this, the model gets
updated in real-time accurately and in a timely manner.

3) OpenConduit captures, emulates and integrates both the
cyber and physical dynamics as a true cyber-physical
platform. This allows OpenConduit to continuously
compare the dynamical evolution of the underlying real
system with the emulated environment to vet the validity
of its generated models in real-time.

Hence, OpenConduit can enable use cases such as: i.) building
and maintaining a real-time updated model of an underlying
actual system and using these for proactive intrusion response
and decision making, enabled by simulating and verifying the
effect of response actions in the emulation before enforcing
them on the real system, and ii) personnel training purposes
with integrated CPS to illustrate and visualize the effects of
personnel actions during different scenarios or contingencies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section III
presents OpenConduit’s architecture and algorithms. Sec-
tion IV presents the integration of OpenConduit in a real-time
cyber-physical power system testbed. Section V discusses the
implementation of OpenConduit, while Section VI evaluates
its performance and key features.

III. OPENCONDUIT ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 illustrates the OpenConduit architecture, where its
inputs are the configuration files imported from NP-View [17],
[18] and the traffic captures from the Wireshark [19]. The top
of Fig. 1 shows the recreation of the virtual nodes and their
services in CORE. The nodes are able to generate and replay
traffic from the packet captures. All nodes are loaded into a

NetworkX graph to create a map of the communication net-
work nodes, with wired or wireless links, and their attributes.

A. Applications in OpenConduit

1) NP-View: The NP-View software by Network Perception
performs compliance and security audits of firewalls within
a utility network using the Critical Infrastructure Protection
North American Energy Reliance Corporation (NERC-CIP)
standards. These compliant configurations are then used as
input files by OpenConduit to generate an emulated version
of the communication network.

2) Wireshark: Wireshark is an open source traffic sniffer
that captures local area network traffic and facilitates packet
analysis. Wireshark is used to capture, save, and export live
packet captures (.pcap files) from the network interfaces
of real systems to generate traffic in the emulated network
created by OpenConduit. In this work, we use Scapy Python
package [20] to process and modify the fields in the data
packets that are captured from real devices using Wireshark.

3) Common Open Research Emulator (CORE): CORE is
a real-time network emulator that allows users to create
communication devices such as switches, routers, computers,
and custom network devices that run programs either as clients
or servers [21]. These emulated devices use FreeBSD Jails but
can also utilize Docker containers. Each emulated device in
CORE supports modifiable preloaded initialization scripts.

4) NetworkX: NetworkX is a Python package used for
creating the structure and dynamics of a communication
network in graph form [22]. It applies graph theory principles
with vertices/nodes and edges/links. The NetworkX library
is used in OpenConduit to rebuild the network in a graph
form, with detailed attributes of the nodes and links. Nodes
contain information such as type of device, IP addresses,
location (latitude, longitude), host name, and default gateway.
Edges contain link attributes such as dataflow, bandwidth,
transmission delay, packet loss rate, and jitter.

B. Interaction with CORE

OpenConduit runs on CORE which runs on Linux OS.
Users can execute configurable target services on the virtual
CORE nodes. Linux network namespaces is the primary
technique used in this architecture, where each namespace has
its private network stack and process environment, but shares
the same file system in the emulator. The virtual nodes are
linked using virtual interfaces and Linux Ethernet bridging.
The linking of these nodes forms the network that runs on ses-
sions, which are managed by the core-daemon with different
states: definition using GUI drawing scripts; service
configuration; instantiation to create nodes, links,
and interfaces; run-time to run interactive shells and gen-
erate traffic; data collection; and shutdown to tear
down instantiated nodes and links.

OpenConduit uses CORE’s gRPC application program in-
terface (API) to remotely add nodes and links to a session.
The session will contain all the nodes and links connected
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Fig. 1. OpenConduit Architecture

as specified by the OpenConduit Python script. In the core-
daemon, data packets are sent over links and handled using
traffic control in the core-gui, which communicates with the
core-daemon using the TLV API [23].

C. OpenConduit Workflow

OpenConduit has six steps (Fig. 2). First, PARSE takes the
files from NP-View and parses them into graph-readable form

Fig. 2. The workflow of the OpenConduit architecture.

with attributes, services, connections, and geo-positional data.
Also, NP-View files contain firewall rules that are parsed and
translated into Linux iptable rules. Then, FILTER obtains
details on the nodes and links of the graph, such as IP address
and subnet mask. CREATE then builds the network topology
from the attributes, adding the components into the CORE
session with state set to configuration. Next, ASSIGN
assigns different services to the nodes. For instance, host PCs
are assigned default gateways, routers are assigned default
routes, and iptable rules are assigned to edge routers. Then,
UPLOAD uploads traffic to the network. The traffic can be
a real utility traffic or synthetic traffic that is based on real
traffic statistics. Finally, the emulated system can be RUN, and
different control commands can be sent to the nodes.

IV. INTEGRATING OPENCONDUIT WITH RESLAB TESTBED

OpenConduit is integrated into the Resilient Energy Systems
Laboratory (RESLab) cyber-physical power system testbed
hosted in vSphere [6]. Fig. 3 shows the interactions between
the communication and physical networks in the real-time
emulations in RESLab. The real-time power system simulator
PowerWorld Dynamic Studio (PWDS) [24] emulates DNP3
outstations for RESLab. Data from field devices at synthetic
substations is collected using a DNP3 master at a synthetic
control center. Additionally, the Cyber-Physical Resilient En-
ergy Systems (CYPRES) next generation energy management
system being developed in RESLab is outlined in [25].

Hence, RESLab avails an environment to study emergent
cyber-physical topics in power systems: to defend against
cyberattacks, to evaluate responses, and to make recommenda-
tions. The reasons for integrating OpenConduit with RESLab
include scalability, automation and orchestration, data collec-
tion and fusion, and cyber intrusion analysis [6]. OpenConduit
contributes to automation and orchestration which helps re-
search repeatability and scalability. The capacity of OpenCon-
duit to assist RESLab’s data fusion and data provision, cyber
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Fig. 3. Overview of RESLab testbed.

intrusion studies, and integration with physical devices can
expose unique research capabilities to industry and academia.

V. NP-VIEW TO CORE ORCHESTRATION

OpenConduit automatically recreates communication net-
works, capturing the attributes, configurations and interactions
between network nodes [26]. First, a small scale test network
shown in Fig. 4, adapted from [27], is re-built in OpenConduit
and verified, before scaling and evaluating OpenConduit on
larger networks. This section discusses the design and imple-
mentation given the process of the software pipeline in Fig. 5,
which shows details from each step of the workflow.

A. Network Model Extraction

Three NP-View files contain most of the information
necessary to recreate the communication network within
CORE: Network Topology Map, Asset Inventory,
and Rule Tables. Network Map specifies node/region
information such as location and the region (labeled group)
that are used to determine the local area network (LAN),
such as substation network or utility control center network,
as in Fig. 4. The Asset Inventory file has the IP address
of end-nodes. Furthermore, NP-View has firewall rules in
Rule Tables that are translated into Linux iptables to be
configured in CORE’s emulated firewalls.

Fig. 4. A small SCADA network graph in NP-View

The node attributes are stored in the NetworkX graph.
Fig. 6 shows examples of attributes of a router and a switch.

Fig. 5. NP-View to Common Open Research Emulator (CORE) pipeline

Fig. 6. Node attributes stored in the NetworkX graph.

Nodes that belong to different regions are established using
Network Map data. However, the raw data has to be for-
matted using the algorithms discussed next.

B. Regional-Subset Algorithm (RA)

The Regional-Subset Algorithm (RA) ensures that each
node lies in the appropriate LAN. In this way, all nodes
are connected correctly and the networks within a larger
network can retain their local links. For example, in Fig. 7
network or set A contains {B,C,D} nodes, and E contains
{A,B,C,D, F,G}. If we enter this information in CORE, it
would incorrectly establish a link between E and {B,C,D}.
To prevent this, RA checks if A is a subset of E, as in Eq. 1. If
so, then RA removes the duplicated elements from E, resulting
in a new set E with {A,F,G} nodes, and A with {B,C,D}.

En ⊇ An ⇒ En+1 = En ∪ Ān ∪{A}, An+1 = Ēn ∪An (1)

Fig. 7. Example of the Regional-Subset Algorithm (RA): The RA algorithm
ensures that node F communicates with B via router E and switch A.

Each type of emulated node can now be added to CORE. By
default, all nodes are labeled as a personal computer (PC) in
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Fig. 8. Example of Adaptive Subnetting Algorithm (ASA) to find largest
possible subnet mask and missing IP addresses.

the NetworkX graph. When a node is detected to be connected
to multiple nodes, it is labeled as a switch. If the name of
the node that NP-View has provided contains a keyword, e.g.,
“asa” as Cisco’s firewalls are named [27], then it is considered
a router. In CORE, the only difference between a router and
firewall is whether or not that device has iptable rules to
filter traffic. Hence, if the exported file contains firewall rules,
NetworkX labels the node as a firewall.

C. Adaptive Subnetting Algorithm (ASA)

The interfaces of all PCs, routers, and firewalls must have an
IP address. If none is found, an address within the LAN range
is given to that interface by first counting the number nodes
that are connected to a switch within NetworkX, then creating
an inventory of all addresses that are assigned to nodes within
the LAN. The Adaptive Subnetting Algorithm (ASA) finds
the number of network/host bits within an 32-bit IP address
that can name all the devices in the LAN [28]. It is similar
to a tree search algorithm, where the number of leaf nodes
determines the depth of the tree. First, the algorithm assumes
the minimum group size, which is the x.x.0.1/32 network
address, and checks if all other IP addresses can fall under
this subnet number. If not, then the algorithm will decrease
the number of network bits to find the smallest number of
host bits that can incorporate all the IP addresses within the
list of IPs given. When it finds the correct number of host
bits, it will conclude this to be the optimal subnet number to
use for the given LAN. For the example, in Fig. 8, if the host
IPs are 172.16.0.1, 172.16.0.3, and 172.16.0.6, the algorithm
finds the optimal number of network bits that can incorporate
all the IP addresses to be /29. The 172.16.0.0/29 is the subnet
number for this LAN, with 29 network bits and 3 host bits,
which allows up to 23 − 2 possible addresses [28].

D. Node-Specific Service Allocation (NSA)

Given the node attribute information stored in NetworkX,
the CORE gRPC API creates the emulated nodes. Based on
the node labels, default services are allowed in CORE. If the
node is labeled as a PC, it is assigned a default route. If the

Fig. 9. The results of OpenConduit in CORE for the small utility network.

node is labeled as a router, it is given static routes. If the node
is a firewall, it is configured with iptables rules and routes.

OpenConduit updates custom scripts to some pre-defined
services. In CORE, the default gateway for the PCs always
defaults to the subnet number incremented by one. For ex-
ample, if the network address is 172.16.0.0/24, the default
route for a PC in that LAN is 172.16.0.1. In recreating
industry networks automatically, this was proven to be an
issue, because the default gateway is not always the network
address incremented by one. To solve this, the NetworkX
graph step of OpenConduit was designed such that the routers
broadcast the IP address of an interface to all nodes that
are connected to that interface’s LAN. A PC node then sets
this received IP address as its default route. Thus, once the
OpenConduit Python script is run, all PCs can send packets
to other nodes and other LANs.

VI. EVALUATION

OpenConduit’s performance and functionality are evaluated
by running CORE emulator with an automatically built test
systems and real-time traffic. It is tested using a version
of a small-scale utility network [27], which has firewall
rules that meet industry standards. In this section, we want
to show that OpenConduit can replicate the communication
network automatically from configuration files; the functions
and attributes are maintained in the re-built network; and the
emulated network can easily be ported to a real power system
communication network.

A. Conformity

The OpenConduit is verified to conform with the configu-
ration file when the emulated network is visualized. First, the
evaluation is done using the small-scale network previously
discussed. As shown in Table I, a total of 36 nodes are emu-
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Fig. 10. Execution time for the emulated utility network.

lated. There are four routers and five firewalls with iptables.
The firewalls, routers, and PCs are interconnected via switches
which have the network address information in the emulation.
The emulated network in CORE is shown in Fig. 9.

B. Scalability

The next step is to test the scalability of OpenConduit using
a real utility network. This was achieved in collaboration
with a partner utility who provided network configuration
data in NP-View including topology and traffic details. The
details are redacted for sensitivity reasons. This real power
system network consists of 166 nodes at a specific location.
OpenConduit was able to scale up to automatically recreate
150 PC nodes, 12 switches, four routers, and a firewall, as
shown in Table II. The custom script for adding default routes
was automatically added to each of the PC nodes, allowing
the PC nodes to communicate with one another, avoiding the
need for manual updates before each session.

The execution time and resource usage are also studied
using the psutil Python package [30]. OpenConduit and the
emulation are run on VMware’s vSphere with Ubuntu Linux
(64-bit). While execution time averages 59 seconds (Fig. 10),
memory usage can be seen to increase as the storage of node
attributes increases (Fig.11).

TABLE I
NODES IN THE SMALL-SCALE TEST NETWORK [27], [29].

CORE Node Type Number of Nodes
PC 13
Switch 14
Router 4
Firewall 5
Total 36

TABLE II
NUMBER OF EMULATED NODE TYPES BASED ON INDUSTRY DATA.

CORE Node Type Number of Nodes
PC 150
Switch 12
Router 4
Firewall 1
Total 167

Fig. 11. Memory usage for the emulated utility network.

C. Functionality

The functionality of the nodes, links, and interfaces added in
the re-built network are tested at runtime. As shown in Fig. 12,
we collected packets running through a node for five minutes,
with about 9000 packets captured via the eth0 interface.
Fig. 13 shows an example of the processes running in a router
in the emulated network, where quagga is the IP forwarding
service in CORE.

D. Integrability

OpenConduit, as a Linux-based emulator, can easily port
the services executing in the virtual emulated nodes to real
devices and even other research testbeds that run on Linux
platforms. It is possible to integrate these processes, like the
IP forwarding service for packet routing in the emulated node
illustrated in Fig. 13 into Linux-based devices in a real system.

E. Information Security

Security in data handling is crucial. OpenConduit protects
sensitive industry data while enabling more realistic datasets
for researchers. Toward this, OpenConduit has a custom script
to extract attributes from real traffic data, collected using
Wireshark, to generate traffic to run on the emulated nodes.
The packet attributes stored are limited to traffic type based

Fig. 12. Capturing traffic running on one of the emulated nodes (redacted).
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Fig. 13. Processes running in a router in the emulated network (redacted).

on transport layer protocol, time interval between packets,
packet size, and source and destination addresses, stored in
JSON format. This method ensures that the emulation does not
expose any sensitive information about the industry data. With
the extracted packet attributes, the custom script on the node
generates data traffic, which facilitates generation of larger
datasets with more realistic networking constraints.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented the design and imple-
mentation of OpenConduit, a tool to automatically recreates
industry networks from configuration files. Designed for power
systems, OpenConduit is applicable to any network. The
main function is to automate, in a scalable implementation,
an organization’s networks within an emulation environment.
OpenConduit’s evaluations show its conformity to network
topology, functionality with device services, scalability and
integrability to utility control networks. Security in the sensi-
tivity of industry data has also been discussed. OpenConduit
has the ability to enhance accuracy of research studies on a
large scale: same program running in emulation can be ported
from/to physical industrial devices with minimal alteration.
Thus, it allows researchers to run cybersecurity experiments
based on realistic industrial network scenarios. Also, Open-
Conduit’s capability to recreate and modify captured industrial
control protocols’ traffic can assist researchers in creating
synthetic data sets that can be used to study machine learning-
based intrusion detection systems. Future work includes releas-
ing OpenConduit as an open-source tool and extending its use
in research on defense techniques in real power systems, such
as different reconfiguration and response algorithms.
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